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1. POLICY SCOPE 

This policy is applicable to the entire organization and covers all areas of 
work associated with Nova Pioneer. 

 

2. POLICY STATEMENT 

Nova Pioneer Schools (hereinafter called The School) focus on the 
education of pupils from preschool to their completion of the Secondary 
School Phase. Nova Pioneer is committed to protect the students, 
employees and the public from health and safety risks as far as reasonably 
practicable and in accordance with the applicable regulations contained in 
the Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993 (OHSAct). The School 
has an obligation to ensure that its staff, employees and students have a 
safe work and school environment. The School has a responsibility to 
protect the environment as much as possible from any waste generated at 
the school. 

 

The Nova Pioneer Occupational Health, Safety and Environment Policy 
(NPOHSEP) requires the commitment of every full-time employee, 
contractor and temporary or casual worker of any description to comply 
with the legislation and the NPOSEP. The relevant legislation and the 
NPOHSEP will be available and explained to all relevant persons before 
they are permitted to commence any work on, in or at the School 
premises. All contractors are to be completely compliant to the OHSAct 
Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993 in all matters that relate to 
their trade or industry; in particular, the wearing and use of all specified 
personal protective clothing and equipment (PPCE). 

 

The OHS rules cover minimum requirements which are complemented 
by additional rules and/or procedures issued for a specific group of 
employees and for specific tasks. Rules cannot provide for each and 
every situation and employees must therefore exercise the utmost care 
in executing their duties. 

 

3. REASON FOR POLICY 

Health and Safety is a legal requirement and as such Nova Pioneer is 
obligated to comply with the legislation as far as is reasonably 
practicable. Due to the fact that Health and Safety is a legal requirement 
it is understood that there are certain risk factors that should be 
considered; 

 

● The risk of injury or death at Nova Pioneer, 
● Reputational risk in the event that an injury or death occurs in the 

absence of proper controls, 
● The risk that penalties may be imposed on officers and management 

of Nova Pioneer in the absence of Health and Safety management. 
 

However, the Management of Nova Pioneer takes a serious view of 
Health and Safety not solely because of the above risks, but rather 
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because we see it as our moral duty to ensure that all persons are safe 
when they enter any premises associated with Nova Pioneer. 

 

4. DEFINITIONS 

4.1 He/she also refers to the opposite gender/gender. 

4.2 Health and Safety refers to the activities related to managing the 

general health and safety of all persons present on campus grounds 

as far as reasonably practicable 

4.3 Committee or Health and Safety Committee refers to the persons 

formally appointed to serve on the committee who will oversee 

Health and Safety. 

4.4 Co-curricular activities are organised by Nova Pioneer employees 

whereas extramural activities are outsourced to contracted vendors. 

5. CONTENT OF THE POLICY 

This policy contains information related to the duties of both the employer 
and employees related to Health and Safety. It contains guidelines, 
instructions and arrangements for the management of Health and Safety 
at Nova Pioneer as well as procedures related to the realization of risk 
events. 

 

6. DUTIES OF THE EMPLOYEE 

Duties are listed in the OHS Act under Section 14: “General duties of 
employees at work”, which inter alia, include 
Every employee shall: 
6.1 Take reasonable care for the health and safety of himself or other 

persons who may be affected by his acts or omissions. 
6.2 As regards any duty or requirement imposed on him by his 

employer or by any other person by this Act, cooperate with such 
employer or person to enable the duly or requirement to be 
performed or complied with. 

6.3 Carry out any lawful order given to him and obey the Health and 
Safety rules and Procedures laid down by his employer or by anyone 
authorized thereto by his employer. 

6.4 If any situation which is unsafe or unhealthy comes to his attention as 
soon as is reasonably practicable report such situations to his/her 
employer or the health and safety representative for his workplace 
who shall report it to the employer. 

6.5 If he is involved in any incident which may affect his health or has 
injured himself, report such incident to his employer as soon as 
possible. 

6.6 Inform and instruct the students in their care about the school’s 
Health and Safety Policy and the safely procedures of the school. 

6.7 Understand that noncompliance with the OHS rules is an offence 
and can lead to disciplinary action. 
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6.8 (In all cases above where reference is made to the male employee, the 
female employee and the student is implied as well) 

7. DUTIES OF THE EMPLOYER 
 

The Occupational Health and Safety Act (No 85) of 1993 dictates certain 
requisites for any institution to implement. It is the employer’s 
responsibility to ensure that the following is done: 
7.1 A copy of the Health and Safety Act (No 85) of 1993 must be available 

at the office for reference. 
7.2 Representatives of staff members (teachers, administration, security 

and maintenance) and students need to be trained to be able to 
assist in an emergency. 

7.3 A written Health and Safety Policy must exist for each campus. 
7.4 A Disaster and Emergency Procedure must be in place for each 

campus. 
7.5 The employer must ensure the safety and health of the employees 

and students by: 
7.5.1 Providing and maintaining as far as is reasonably practicable a 

working environment that is safe and without risk to the health 
of her employees and students. 

7.5.2 Providing such information, instructions, training and 
supervision as may be necessary to ensure as far as is 
reasonably practicable the health and safety at work of his 
employees (and students). 

7.5.3 Informing health and safety officers of incidents, inspections, 
investigations and inquiries taking all necessary measures to 
ensure that the requirements of the Act are complied with by 
every person in its employment or on the premises under its 
control. 

7.5.4 Ensuring that all employees of Nova Pioneer who need 
protective clothing and/or equipment for various tasks, and are 
supplied with this clothing and/or equipment. This clothing 
and/or equipment must be worn when mowing lawns, edge-
cutting, carrying heavy items and welding. 

 
8. APPOINTMENT OF HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVES 

AND THEIR FUNCTIONS 

Health and Safety Representatives must be appointed at the school. 
These must be appointed according to the process stipulated in section 
17 of the OSH Act. Nova Pioneer will have a Safety Officer at each campus. 
The Employer will also sit on the committee. 

 

Health and Safety Officers must be trained and must understand their 
functions, responsibilities and what they are entitled to do as set out in 
Section 18 of the Act. 
Proper constituted meetings must occur at least every three months. 
Minutes must be kept of the meetings which are to be conducted in the 
prescribed manner as stipulated in the OSH Act. 
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9. HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE 

9.1. Membership 
 

The Committee will be comprised of the following persons: 
 

● Operations Associate - In the capacity of Health and Safety 
Officer 

● School Management 
● Designated First Aider/s 
● Designated Fire Warden/s 
● Designated Evacuation Marshall/s 
● Facilities representative 

 

9.2. Selection of Committee members 
 

Potential members, depending on role on the committee, must be 
trained and certified to serve in one of the capacities stated above. 
The selection process will be based on qualifications and capacity to 
serve. The Health and Safety Officer will review all candidates and 
ensure that their certification is still in force before appointing such a 
candidate. Furthermore, the nomination of members must be in line 
with section 17 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993. 

 

9.3. Quorum for meetings 
 

The minimum quorum required to formally convene the Committee is 
the Health and Safety Officer who will chair the meeting, and the 
School Leader or his/her representative. 

 

9.4. Use of Subject Matter Experts 
 

Subject Matter Experts may be called upon to attend meetings in an 
advisory capacity as related to issues that are beyond the expertise 
of the committee to understand and manage. 

 

9.5. Minutes of meetings 
 

Minutes of all Committee meetings must be kept and filed. The 
minutes of each meeting must be sent to all members of the 
committee. 

 

9.6. Agenda for meetings 
 

There will be standing points on the agenda of each meeting. Any 
new agenda points must be sent to the Health and Safety Officer 
one week prior to the next scheduled meeting to be included on the 
agenda. In cases of emergency or urgency may be raised and added 
to the agenda by any participant in the meeting. 
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9.7. Function of the Committee 
 

The function of the Committee is to manage health and safety at the 
campus. All related issues will be discussed and action taken to 
manage any identified health and safety risks, and to ensure that 
these risks are properly defined, documented and mitigated. 
General discussions will be held on health and safety issues and 
include potential issues, required training for members and 
compliance to any and all applicable legislation and internal policies. 

 

The committee will prioritise health and safety matters to be 
managed and resolved, and will make recommendations to senior 
management and school management with regards to the health 
and safety program on each campus. 

 

10. REPORTING OF INCIDENTS 

● All incidents resulting in injury that take place on the property must be 
reported to the office or the Health and Safety Officer and recorded in 
the injury/incident file, whether the injury/incident involved students, 
employees, visitors or contractors. 

● No one may disturb the site of an injury or death that takes place on 
the Nova Pioneer Property. This a protected/crime scene and must be 
handed over to the authorities as it was initially discovered. 

● “Near Misses” must be reported in the same manner. 
 

11. EXTERNAL CONTRACTORS WORKING ON THE SCHOOL 
PROPERTY 

In terms of Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993 (OHSAct), all 
contractors who do any work on the premises, that is longer than one day 
in duration, must submit their Health and Safety Plans which would 
identify their risks, and their plans would indicate how they would 
minimise these risks. They must produce proof of their qualifications and 
certifications prior to commencement of work and must work only with 
approved equipment etc. 

 

● The contractor’s Health and Safety Plan must include the wearing of 
personal protective equipment and clothing, evidence of certain 
health and safety legal appointments. This would include but not be 
limited to: 
o The person responsible for the managing of the site 
o First aiders (qualified) 
o The presence of a Health and Safety Representative. 

● They must produce lockout facilities if necessary. 
● The contractor informs the Health and Safety Officer on a daily basis 

the progress he is making. He must produce his progress report on 
the job, health and safety inspection sheets. 

● The contractor must display necessary signage and demarcate the 
area with barrier tape. 

● Contractors are to clean up after completion of maintenance work 
and remove all surplus contract material and dirt from the school. 
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● There will be a scheduled hand over of the work performed by an 
appropriately qualified person. 

● There will be a general inspection of the area(s) in which the work has 
been performed by the chairman of the Safety Committee or his 
nominated appointee. 

 
 

12. HEALTH AND SAFETY PROCEDURES TO BE ADOPTED AT NOVA 
PIONEER: USE OF ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES AND EQUIPMENT 

● All electrical equipment used in the classroom must comply to the 
safety requirements stated in the Act. 

● Hands are to be dried before using electrical appliances. 
● All electrical appliances are to be used according to the operating 

instructions. for said devices. 
● Electrical appliances are not to be washed in water if they are dirty; 

they are to be unplugged and then wiped clean with a damp cloth. 
● Electrical plugs which are being used are not to be broken or 

damaged in any way. 
● The power supply for electrical appliances is to be switched off at the 

wall socket before the plug is removed or placed into the socket. 
● Electrical cords must not be used if they become worn or twisted, 

become hot or if they are under a carpet. 
● No joins are to be made to electrical cords. 
● Sockets must not become overloaded by using a number of adaptors. 
● Electrical repairs must only be done by a qualified person. 
● Water is never to be allowed near an electrical appliance. 
● If there is an electrical accident the mains switch must be switched 

off immediately. A victim of electrocution is not to be touched until 
the power has been switched off. 

● It is the responsibility of the employee to ensure that the piece of 
equipment that they are using complies with the safety regulations. 

 

13. GENERAL FIRST AID EQUIPMENT 
 

● A nominated member of staff is assigned the responsibility of ensuring 
that all first aid boxes are kept stocked. 

● Fully equipped first aid boxes must be distributed at the beginning of 
every term to all teachers/coaches taking any contact sport where 
there might be an injury. 

● All campuses must have fully equipped first-aid boxes that are placed 
in clearly accessible positions. 

● A first aid box must be taken on any excursion or outing that pupils 
undertake. 

● Each first aid box in the sick room/ bay will be equipped with a 
notebook and pen and every time any item is used or taken from the 
box a detailed note of the circumstances and the nature of any 
wounds will be recorded. 

● On a two-year cyclical basis nominated members of staff are to be 
trained on basic first aid. 
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● Latex gloves are available in first aid boxes. First aider must use latex 
gloves when treating open wounds. 

● The School Health and Safety Committee will ensure that the First 
Aid Boxes are compliant with Occupational Health and Safety Act as 
required for schools. 

● First Aid boxes checked once safety tag is broken and stock 
replenished before resealing. 

● Optional: everyday First Aid kits (if used) to be checked and stock 
replenished monthly or depending on usage. 

 
14. FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT 

With regards fire-fighting equipment it is important that the placement 
of, the use thereof and the control thereof complies with the 
requirements of NOSA. This means that: 

 

● All fire-fighting equipment, must be suitably identified, labelled and 
recorded in a register. 

● Fire-fighting equipment must be easily located and be accessible at 
all times. 

● All extinguishers, fire hoses must be serviced every year. 
● Signs indicating fire-fighting equipment must be clearly visible. 
● Fire Marshal must be trained regularly, depending on validity of 

certification, in the use of fire-fighting equipment. 
● It is the teacher’s responsibility to ensure that all pupils are familiar 

with the Emergency Procedures of the school. 
● All fire equipment will be inspected monthly by a member of the 

appointed facilities staff who will have been appropriately trained and 
instructed. 

 
15. SAFETY SIGNS 

● All safety signs which are required by the Act must be put up and all 
employees are to ensure that they know the meaning of all safety 
(posters) signage and fire hydrant signs. 

● Safety signs must be adhered to at all times and non-adherence may 
lead to punitive action. 

● All Nova Pioneer campuses are alcohol and smoke free zone. 
 

16. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 

● A copy of the Emergency Procedure will be available at schools. 
● A floor plan must be displayed in every room of the school. 
● Each classroom must have a class list, pencil and evacuation plan in 

a plastic folder, accessible and visible. 
● Teachers must ensure that they have familiarised themselves with 

these procedures and know what they are expected to do. 
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● Teachers must take their registers or class lists to designated 
assembly point in order to check that all the pupils are present. 

 
17. SECURITY OF PROPERTY 

● All gates into the school buildings will remain locked out of and 
during school hours unless manned by a caretaker or security, as 
applicable. 

● Security will provide access control at all times in line with 
instructions from the Operations Associate or designated employee 
and procedures as communicated from time to time. 

 

18. SAFETY AND SECURITY AFTER OFFICIAL SCHOOL HOURS 

● All schools must ensure proper arrangements and guidelines for care of 
students after school hours (academic/co-curricular) 

 
19. SAFETY ON SPORTS FIELDS AND GROUNDS 

● Parents must make arrangements to pick their children up timeously 
or make arrangements for their child to attend after-care supervision 
where this service is supported. 

● Sporting equipment set up on the field/courts may not be used by 
students unless the designated teacher is present. 

 

20. SAFETY ON THE PLAYGROUND and SWIMMING POOL 

20.1 Playground 
 

● To ensure safety, all students are expected to comply with the 
school Code of conduct in the playground. 

● Maintenance work should take place at times when students 
are not present in such areas. 

 
20.2 Swimming Pool 

 
● The swimming pool gate must be locked when not in use. 
● No access to the swimming pool unless supervised by a coach 

or appropriate teacher. 
● Students must obey the rules of the swimming pool at all times. 
● Coaches/teachers must report any and all damages to any pool 

equipment or pool structures immediately to the Operations 
Staff or School Management. 
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21. ROAD SAFETY 

● All students are to be instructed on how to safely navigate the car 
park to reduce risk of accidents or injury. 

● There must be frequent revision of these lessons during the year. 
● All vehicles entering the school are to travel at a very low speed (less 

than 20km an hour). 
● Only employees of the school are allowed to access designated areas. 
● No students are permitted to wait for their parents or transport 

provider in the parking areas. 

 

22. USING SCHOOL TRANSPORT SERVICE 
● Nova Pioneer does not offer school transport services.  
● It is the policy of Nova Pioneer not to recommend or endorse any 

external service providers to parents. 
● Parents are responsible to source transport services and contract with 

them independent from the school.  
 

23. INJURED OR SICK CHILD PROCEDURE 

● The First Aid Officer, school Receptionist or other designated person 
shall take care of sick or injured children. 

● The teacher who was with a child when they became ill or injured, 
must complete the injury report and telephone the parents to inform 
them of what happened. 

● Communication methods may also include WhatsApp/D6 
Communicator or other platform used by the school from time-to-
time. 

● Parents must take the child home if he or she is very ill or has any 
infectious disease. 

● The school will abide with the requirements in terms of 
communication of communicable diseases and notify parents where 
necessary. 

 

24. STORAGE OF DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES 

● Poisonous / dangerous substances are to be stored in suitable place 
or container under lock and key. 

● Neither the school nor its delegated representatives may dispense or 
administer medication at school (without authority). 

● Medication brought from home will be stored in a locked cupboard 
and given to learner on written request from the parent. In this 
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regard the dispensing of medication will be carried out in line with 
the stipulations printed on the label by a Pharmacist. In the absence 
of such labels the parent will be requested to provide written 
instructions on the dispensing of medicine. These instructions will be 
kept with the medication and filed after the completion of the 
dispensing. 

● All medicines must be stored in a locked container. 
● All medicines must be clearly marked for its intended use. 
● Medicines that do not comply with the above must be disposed of in 

a safe and responsible manner. 
 

25. GENERAL MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS TO ADHERE TO HEALTH 
AND SAFETY STANDARDS 

● Floors must be kept in a good state of repair. 
● Floors must be free from obstructions e.g. loose tiles, holes etc. 
● Surfaces must be safe to walk on and must not be slippery, especially 

when wet. 
● The buildings also must be kept in a good state of repair e.g. broken 

glass replaced, painted walls, all attachments must be secure, and all 
windows and lights, etc. must be in working order. 

● All fences are to be kept in good repair. 

 
26. LIGHTING 

● All switches and plugs must conform to safety regulations and must 
function properly. 

● A certificate of compliance is required for all major electrical works. 
 

27. VENTILATION 

● Ventilation should be adequate. 
● No unpleasant smells, toxic fumes or strong wind must be allowed to 

blow through the classroom. 
● Window openings should not be obstructed by charts, cupboards 

and other equipment which could impede the flow of air. 
● If artificial ventilation is used it must be adjusted to the correct 

acceptable setting and must not be too noisy. 
● Ceiling fans and roof fans must be positioned high enough to in no 

way to be a hazard to employees and students. 
 

28. HYGIENE FACILITIES 

● All hygiene facilities such as wash basins and water taps must be kept 
clean, hygienic and in a state of good repair. 

● Drains must, be free of dirt and be in a good working order ie, drains 
must not be blocked or leak. 

● Drain covers/grids must be intact and secure. 
● The floor area around wash basins, etc. must not have a slippery 

surface. 
● Adequate paper or fabric towels must be supplied. 
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29. CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT OF THE NOVA PIONEER HEALTH 
AND SAFETY POLICY 

A risk assessment will be undertaken where we: 

● Identify risks in our school environment 

● Prioritise high, medium and low risks 

● Set time frames to mitigate the various risks and manage them 
down to acceptable levels. 

● Allocate funds in order that the necessary structures etc. will be set in 
place. 

30. INSPECTIONS BY THE HEALTH AND SAFETY OFFICERS AND 
REPRESENTATIVES. 

When inspecting the grounds and buildings at Nova Pioneer, the 
designated Officers are required to use an inspection checklist which is 
specifically designed to inspect a particular area of the school. 

 

31. ITEMS/AREAS WHICH NEED CHECKING WHEN HEALTH AND 
SAFETY OFFICERS ARE INSPECTING THE PREMISES. 

These checks must include environmental factors, such as insect nests, 

noise levels and fumes or physical hazards such as the condition of safety 

gates, locks, grounds and buildings where threats to the health and 

safety of persons may be exposed to them or come in contact with such 

hazards. 

 

A detailed checklist is attached as addendum 4 on the Nova Pioneer 

Procedure document. 

 

32. REVIEW HISTORY 

A record of the review history of the Health and Safety Policy will be kept 
on a register held by the Policy Committee. 

33. REVIEW CYCLE 

This Policy will be reviewed annually at the Health and Safety Committee 
meeting and changes to the policy will then be discussed and 
documented before being approved and implemented. 
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Addendum 1 – Risk Assessment Document. 

Risk Assessment Document 

 
 
 

Campus  

Risk Area  

Description  

Date  

 
 

Risk 
number 

Risk Identified Risk 
rating 

Steps taken to reduce 
and correct risk 

New risk 
rating 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 
 

 

Assessment done by:    

Instructions for use: 
1. Complete all fields with as much detail as possible. 

2. Risk numbers must be sequential. 

3. Briefly describe the risk (i.e. Broken window in classroom) 

4. Rate the risk as Low, Medium or High depending on the chance that 

injury may arise from it. 

5. Describe steps taken to correct the risk. 

6. Rate the risk again after you have implemented the corrective steps. 

7. Add any additional notes or comments in the space provided. 

8. When completed scan and mail the document to 

hpieterse@novapioneer.com 

9. File this document in your Health and Safety File. 

Notes: 

mailto:hpieterse@novapioneer.com
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Addendum 2 – Incident Investigation Procedure 

Nova Pioneer Incident Investigation Procedure 

1. Introduction: 
Nova Pioneer takes great care to ensure the Health and Safety of all persons 
at all campuses as defined in our Health and Safety policy. However, when a 
significant injury occurs on site an investigation must be conducted by the 
Operations Member (Health and Safety Officer). Below you will find the 
procedure to follow in the event that such an event occurs. 

 
2. Definition: 
A significant injury is any injury or illness that has happened to a child, 
teacher, visitor, contractor or staff member that requires first aid or medical 
intervention. Such an event must be investigated and documented. 

 
3. Requirements to investigate an incident: 
The below items may be required to document a scene and investigation. 

1. Pen and Pencil 
2. Clipboard 
3. Blank Paper (to make sketches) 
4. Camera 
5. Safety tape (to isolate the scene) 

 
4. Investigating the Incident: 
4.1 Step 1 - Procedure immediately after an event has happened and the 
injured person has been stabilsed and is out of danger: 

 
1. If the victim is seriously injured, do not move them 
2. Get the First Aider to render immediate assistance 
3. Inform emergency services and summon them to the campus 
4. Notify Senior Management and School Management 

 
4.2 Step 2 - Once the injured person has been removed take the following 
steps: 

1. Clear all persons from the scene 
2. Cordon off the scene using the safety tape 
3. Ensure that nothing is removed from or moved around at the scene 
4. Take photos of the scene from all angles using markers to mark the 

location of the victim 
5. Establish the names of all witnesses if any 
6. Note weather conditions such as wind strength and direction, rain 

conditions or other applicable general weather conditions and note the 
time of day 

 
4.3 Step 3 - Procedure after scene has been documented: 

1. Interview witnesses and take notes 
2. Ask them to describe in as much detail as possible 

a. Who was involved 
b. When it happened 
c. Where it happened 
d. How it happened. 
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e. Get the witnesses to fill in the incident report form and attach to 
all other documents. 

 
1. Note - This investigation is not meant to assign blame, 

only to establish facts 
 

5. Concluding the investigation: 
1. Compile an investigation report that highlight all relevant facts and list 

any findings and recommendations 
2. Compile all statements, sketches and photos into one sleeve 
3. The sleeve must be marked with the date of the incident and 

investigator’s name 
4. Convene a special Health and Safety Committee meeting to discuss 

the report and findings of the investigation 
5. School Management and the Operations Member must develop 

mitigating steps to reduce or eliminate the likelihood of a similar repeat 
event, these steps must be documented 
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Addendum 3 – Emergency Situation Organogram. 

The organogram below will only come into effect during an emergency 

situation that warrants evacuation from part of the building or the entire 

building. 

As soon as the emergency situation has passed the organogram will no 

longer be in effect. 
 


